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We’re older
and we hope
you notice!
We are celebrating our 30th
birthday. On 11 November 1986,
our five founding members met
in a pub and decided to build a
new consultancy: Team. Looking
back, it’s amazing to see how
we have changed. Our employee
base has grown, moving from
five founders to over 100 people
working across different areas of
the business. In the 80s we took
on several types of consulting
work, but for many years our sole
focus has been medical devices.
The types of projects we work on
have grown too, from week-long
projects, to projects that span
over three years.

In this edition of Insight, you
can read Tom’s article to learn
more on how we’ve changed. We
also explore how we can make
things better; whether that’s
Alexandra’s thoughts about
better team-work, or new cancer
therapies in Jess Fox’s article.
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Senses
and
sensibility
How understanding the
senses can help progress
healthcare
By Stella Wooder

HEARING
Humans posses five basic senses
Our interpretation of the world around us is constructed
from the information that we collect via these sensory
routes. More sophisticated sensor technology is on the
way. This technology will improve synthetic methods
for perceiving the external world, heralding the next
generation of cochlear implants, visual prosthetics
which can restore sight, and limb prosthetics with builtin haptic feedback.
The opportunity exists not only to develop devices to
compensate for lost senses but to stretch our existing
senses so that we can see in the infrared; use built-in
magnetic-receptors to navigate; detect sound at a wider
range of frequencies; and even detect and translate
radio signals. In this article we take a closer look at
some of the senses and explore how developments in
sensory devices can be exploited to mimic, enhance, or
even extend our in-built sensory mechanisms. ≥
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What is a ‘sense’?
Any system that consists of a
sensory cell type that is able to
respond to specific internal or
external stimuli. The sensory
mechanism (sight, sound, touch,
etc.) corresponds to a particular
region of the brain where the
sensory signals are received
and interpreted.

The human touch
Just when we thought that wearable
healthcare extended only as far as
smart watches and fitness devices, the
world of miniaturised electronics has
stepped up (or should that be stepped
down?) to make wearable sensors a
viable healthcare proposition. Technical
developments such as ‘on-board’
health monitors and prosthetics which
provide haptic feedback are in progress.
‘Smart’ skin which senses pressure,
temperature and humidity and can
support nerve stimulation is moving into
the realms of reality; and a combined
Japanese and German research team
are working on an electronic skin which
can detect magnetic fields.1 Whilst
magneto-sensitivity is useful to homing
pigeons and migratory birds, what
possible use is introducing this sense
to humans? Well, one of its inventors
believes that magneto-receptive skin
could act as a proxy for proprioceptive
sense – the body’s ability to know where
limbs are located in space – in prosthetic
limbs. Others believe that magnetic
sensing will be of most use in refining the
functionality of surgical robots.

8

Most of us take for granted our ability
to interact with and learn from our
environment via the sense of touch. One
area in which we are reminded of its
importance is in surgery, in particular
laparoscopic surgery, where it is not
possible for the surgeon to use a hand to
‘feel’ tissue, let alone distinguish tissues
of different textures. Scientists at the
University of Hiroshima, in Japan, have
devised a simple solution to the lack of
haptic feedback. Their technique allows
a minimally invasive instrument to be
adapted to provide ‘tactile’ feedback
to the user by the addition of a small
piezoelectric actuator attached to
the instrument’s handle, which gently
vibrates at a constant frequency. This
vibration is not felt by the user of the
instrument, until the instrument comes
into contact with tissue, at which point
the user receives a distinct feeling in
their hand. The beauty of this solution
is that it works with almost any existing
instrument. Researchers have also
observed that the vibration frequency
does not need to be varied from user to
user to achieve optimal tactile sensation.2

of temperature-sensing thermistors
– vibrates when the user touches a
hot object. The thermistor sensors are
strapped onto the user’s fingers and
attached to a vibration motor worn on
the wrist. However, the subtleties of the
human sense of touch are not easy to
replicate in the design of thermo-haptic
warning systems such as BurnAlert. For
example, a sensor has to react instantly,
vibrating on immediate contact with a
hot liquid or object; as happens in the
real world, reaction is instant, there is
no latency. Despite the miniaturisation
of components, devices are likely to be
obtrusive – unlike the body’s natural
built-in sensors – requiring strapping to
the hand and/or wrist.
Sniffing out trouble
Electronic-nose (also known as an e-nose)
devices, which mimic the human olfactory
system, are not new, but they have
undergone recent development in the field
of point-of-care diagnostics (Figure 1).

“Children growing up
with this condition
are especially
vulnerable to trauma”
Sensing danger
Congenital insensitivity to pain (CIP) – a
medical condition in which pain signals
are diminished or switched off altogether
due to a mutation in gene SCN98 – is a
dangerous condition for its sufferers.
Children growing up with this condition
are especially vulnerable to trauma, due
to the lack of pain cues, often resulting
in proliferation of wounds, infections,
burns and broken bones that may go
undetected.
One of many initiatives to develop
solutions for alerting patients with
CIP and other peripheral neuropathic
conditions in which sensation to hands
or feet is reduced, is BurnAlert.3 This
wearable prototype device – consisting

“a sensor has to react
instantly, vibrating
on immediate
contact with a hot
liquid or object”

Figure 1: The key principles of an e-nose

Detection
sensors

≥
Captures Volatile Organic
Compounds (VOC) from
patient’s breath, urine or
other sample

Computing
system

≥

Adsorption of volatile
compounds from the breath,
urine, or other samples, on
the sensor surfaces cause a
change in electrical (or other
physical) properties

Human breath, for example, contains
many volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) in a gaseous state; metabolites
and abnormal chemicals that are
present directly in air expired from the
lungs. Some of these VOCs are specific
biomarkers, or indicators of diseases
such as pneumonia, kidney conditions
and even some cancers.
Although many designs of e-noses
exist they all operate on the same
principle: a set of sensors are exposed
to the captured sample (e.g. exhaled
breath); the VOCs cause a reaction on
each sensor (for example, a change in
electrical resistance); the sensitivity
of this measurement is related to
the chemicals present. A computing
system resolves the output from each
of the sensors and compares this to
a database of ‘breath profiles’ from
healthy patients to provide a diagnostic
result.4 The advantages of deploying
an e-nose to diagnose disease, versus
more traditional analytical techniques,
are clear; the method is non-invasive,
portable, and has a rapid response time

Reference
profiles
database

≥

Sample
capture

Combines results from
all sensors and compares
them to a database of
standardised breath
profiles to provide a
diagnostic result

and lower operating costs. The problems
of the e-nose approach include: not being
able to identify individual compounds in
complex mixtures, the sensor’s sensitivity
to water vapour, a relatively short sensor
lifetime and, correspondingly, lower
sensitivity than analytical chemistry.
Perhaps the greatest challenge to
address is that the correlations between
many proposed biomarker metabolites
and disease are still tenuous – the body’s
underlying biochemical mechanisms
behind the disease-related VOCs are
largely unknown. ≥

“A computing
system resolves the
output from each
of the sensors and
compares this to a
database of ‘breath
profiles’ from healthy
patients to provide a
diagnostic result”

“Some of these VOCs are
specific biomarkers, or
indicators of diseases
such as pneumonia,
kidney conditions and
even some cancers.”
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Mine eyes smell onions
The condition is unlikely to have been
known about in the early 1600s, but
Shakespeare could have been describing
synaesthesia in his quotation, ‘Mine eyes
smell onions’.
One of the most idiosyncratic conditions
involving the senses, synaesthesia is
a phenomenon in which stimulation of
one sensory pathway leads to an effect
in a separate sensory pathway. In short,
the senses appear to be cross-wired.
Synaesthesia manifests as a spectrum
of different types, but experts are
agreed that there are four main forms
of the condition (Figure 2). The most
common form is understood to be seeing
sounds, music or voices, as colours.

For others, different musical sounds
may be felt as physical sensations on
different parts of the body.

“The most common form
is understood to be
seeing sounds, music
or voices, as colours”
The rise of the (nano-)robots
What next for sensor technology?
Imagine a future in which a nanometresized sensory robot in a human body can
continually monitor physiological levels
and detect health problems. Systemic

sensors could be developed which
dynamically sense cardiac enzymes
which suggest a possible heart attack,
monitor glucose levels for a diabetic
patient, or track biomarkers which may
indicate ovarian or breast cancer in
women carrying the BRCA1 or BRCA2
gene mutation.
What if they could feed information
back to an application, or even trigger
appropriate therapeutic responses via a
brain–computer interface? Developing
sophisticated sensor technologies such
as these sounds like the stuff of science
fiction, particularly as we still have a
great deal to learn about even our basic
senses and how they work.
ENDS

Figure 2: Predominant types of synaesthesia

Grapheme-colour

Associating a specific colour with an
individual letter or number
Although two people will not report the
same colour for letters and numbers,
studies have shown that some letters
are ‘universal’ (for example, ‘A’ is likely
to be perceived as red).
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Sound-to-colour

In which sound triggers the visualisation
of colour; usually in the form of generic
shapes (squares, circles, etc.)
Stimuli can be limited to only a few
types of sounds triggering a perception.
However, in some cases many different
sounds trigger colour visualisation.

Sources of information

“Systemic sensors could be
developed which dynamically
sense cardiac enzymes which
suggest a possible heart attack”

1. Makarov D, Schmidt OG. Magnetic
sense for everyone, IFW, Dresden,
30 Jan 2015. IFW website: www.
ifw-dresden.de/press-and-events/
press-release/current-news/
article/-65e4380cba/.
2. Kurita Y, Sueda Y, Ishikawa T et al.
2016. Surgical grasping forceps
with enhanced sensorimotor
capability via the stochastic
resonance effect. IEEE/ASME
Transactions on Mechatronics. DOI:
10.1109/TMECH.2016.2591591.
3. Ortiz J, Killingsworth L. BurnAlert:
A thermohaptic device. CharmLabs
collaborative haptics and robotics
in medicine. Available at: www.
charm.stanford.edu/ME20N2014/
JamesLauren.

Number-form

A number map is involuntarily
visualised (i.e. numbers are mapped
into distinct spatial locations)
The suggested root is that number
forms are a product of ‘cross-activation’
between regions in the parietal lobe –
the region of the brain that is involved in
numerical and spatial cognition.

4. Wilson AD. Advances in electronicnose technologies for the detection
of volatile biomarker metabolites
in the human breath. Metabolites
2015: 5; 140–163.
5. Shakespeare W. All’s well that ends
well. c. 1602.
6. M Quist. What is ordinal-linguistic
personification? Study.com,
Chapter 3, Lesson 19. Available
at: www.study.com/academy/
lesson/what-is-orginal-linguisticpersonification.html.
7. Arnoldussen A, Fletcher DC. Visual
perception for the blind: The
BrainPort vision device. Retinal
Physician 2012: 9; 32–34.

Ordinal-linguistic
personification

Automatic (involuntary) assignment of
complete personalities or behaviours to
items on an ordinal list, such as number
sequences, the letters of the alphabet, or
the days of the week
For example, a person with this type of
synaesthesia may associate the number ‘3’
as a middle-aged woman with a tweed skirt
and sensible shoes.
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DIY
Medical DIY: disasters
or driving the future?

By Matt Chandler
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There has been significant media
coverage regarding DIY or home-hacked
medical devices recently – it makes a
great story. Mainstream publications
such as the The Washington Post and
The Guardian have jumped on the idea of
people adapting and ‘hacking’ their own
devices, with a continuous blood glucose
meter providing a reading to a hacker’s
smartphone and watch, highlighted
as a prime example. The hacker also
published a ‘how to’ guide for anyone
else that wants to go down this route too,
although with plenty of caveats.
But having the detailed instructions on
how to do things at home can sometimes
go horribly wrong (Figure 1). Making a
cake should be simple. Making a medical
device is not, and close enough just is
not good enough.

in 20171. Many of these technologies
were not available to the consumer a
decade ago, but now we are exposed
to powerful and adaptable tools which
build an expectation for everyday
modern living. Medical devices which
use old technology fall short of patient’s
expectations.

The medical device industry, however,
is slower at adopting new technologies;
often because of the longer development
cycle of medical devices, some
technologies either did not exist at the
outset of the development, or were too
immature and the risk of their inclusion
was considered too great.

Figure 1

In September 2016 the FDA approved
the first auto-insulin pump, described
as an artificial pancreas (Medtronic’s
MiniMed 670G – a device that monitors
sugar levels in people with diabetes, and
then automatically injects the required
dose of insulin).2 This system was first
advertised on Medtronic’s website in
2010 but it has only just been approved
for type 1 diabetes insulin users over the
age of 14, and will not be commercially
available until spring 2017. Waiting 7
years for a smart solution while you
are suffering with a condition would
be a great motivation for a self-made
solution. Check out our research on life
with type 1 diabetes overleaf. ≥

The device regulations which appear to
stifle innovation are, of course, there
to keep patients safe from harm. So
should we be worried about people
taking matters into their own hands or
should we admire their determination
and innovation? Should regulation
be further tightened or are there
opportunities for us to learn and move
device development forwards?
Firstly, let’s look at some of the reasons
why this is happening and why people
are experimenting with DIY devices; why
do they adapt or create devices which
provide or administer critical care and,
at the greatest extreme, risk their health
and lives?
Probably the biggest reason is that
people’s expectations of technology
are higher than ever before. We are
constantly bombarded by advances
in consumer products which make
use of wireless communications,
powerful processors, low-cost sensors,
touchscreen displays and compact
powerful batteries. These consumer
products are ever more affordable and it
is estimated that there will be between 8
billion and 15 billion connected devices

“now we are exposed to
powerful and adaptable
tools which build an
expectation for everyday
modern living”
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Type 1 diabetes
research
Having recently undergone a programme
of design research into type 1 diabetes, it’s
no wonder that people are taking things
into their own hands. We uncovered that
the physical and emotional burden of

“Diabetes, both figuratively and literally,
is a pain in the backside. Managing
diabetes is a series of chores. And
they’re endless: the juggling act between
insulin dosage and food intake; the
management of a repeat prescription list
as long as my arm; explaining to prying
doctors’ receptionists why I’ve got
through so many tests trips, again; the
constant blood tests and trail of strips
I seem to leave behind me everywhere I
go; never leaving the house without all
the diabetes paraphernalia... It goes on
and on.”
@DiabeticDadRuns

“It’s manageable though and can be
tamed from time to time – often with a
lot of love!”
“The more I struggle with diabetes, the
bigger and louder it gets.”
@coreylearn

managing the disease was immense,
not only for the patient but also for their
family members. That coupled with the
fear of night time hypoglycaemic attacks
meant that patients never got a break –
even when asleep!
Eleven bloggers took part in research.
Almost half of the respondents felt
like they were “very” in control of their
condition where the other half were only
“moderately” or “quite” in control. With
a group who were self-described as
managing their condition how would they
actually feel about their daily lives?
Here are just a few of their comments:

“ When I lived in the USA, I was
constantly not only worried about all
the things that a person has to do to
manage T1D, but also worried about
the outrageous expensive of living
with the condition.”
“ I think about this every day because
people all over the world struggle to
access the things they need to stay
alive. No one chooses to have type
1 diabetes, but when we get it, it’s a
24/7 job. Having to worry about the
cost of the medication and supplies
on top of that is just ludicrous.”

“ To me – T1D came to me at 33. I was in
the best shape of my life. My running
career was sky rocketing and I was
living on an island in the Caribbean.
Then like a crazy tornado it came into
my life unexpectedly and without
warning – causing problems and
tearing up my life. I am a happy, positive
individual who always exercised
(marathon runner) and ate well
(vegetarian) and when I got diagnosed
I was shocked, confused and mad.”
“ That’s how T1D is... you can be having
the best day and then BAM, low
blood sugar, you’re covered in sweat,
eating sugar, shaking, feeling horrible.
Then like a tornado, the immediate
feeling is gone but you’re left with the
aftermath. Feeling wiped out, sad, mad,
frustrated....it’s a horrible feeling.”
@ninjabetic1

Many manufacturers are developing very
similar devices to NightScout. However,
getting a medical device through the very
necessary regulations can take years
and the marketed devices are then costly
and out of reach for many sufferers. Not
that it should be recommended, but the
impact of something like type 1 diabetes
on your life is massive and patients are
so desperate to improve their quality of
life that they are willing to effectively
risk their lives by using a much cheaper,
unregulated DIY device as an alternative
to one developed by the rules.

@erpfiester

By Charlotte Clark

Cost is another reason why people
are tempted to modify or hack their
medical devices. Medical devices are
typically perceived as being expensive
for several reasons. Generally they are
manufactured in lower volumes than
consumer products, they always have
a higher safety and quality overhead
and they are often priced on value not
on cost of production. The issue of
pricing has come into particular focus
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recently as some pharma and device
companies have sought to capitalise on
their monopoly and hike up prices. When
affordability is lost it is inevitable that
people will begin to explore DIY solutions.
All this leads to a lot of frustration, and
whilst most people grudgingly accept
that this is the status quo, there are
those who are sufficiently driven and
inquisitive, and have the right skills and

tools to take things into their own hands.
They are typically a younger generation
who are not willing to compromise on
their quality of life and have a greater
curiosity around understanding and
managing their disease better.

So what is the big deal? If people want to
play around with their own devices, what
is the problem?

computer called a Raspberry Pi (about
$35 on Amazon); and a Carelink USB stick
(about $100 on Amazon).

One of the most successful DIY device
hacks was with Dexcom’s continuous
blood glucose meter. First hacked in
2013, several thousand people now send
their readings to a smartphone running
an app known as Nightscout.

There are now at least 85 people using
a homemade artificial pancreas, citing
life-changing, improved control over
blood glucose levels. Also the stress
levels of dealing with diabetes have been
slightly improved with this new system.
As Lewis stated on her website DIYPS
(the do-it-yourself pancreas system),
‘There could be some correlation with
increased timed/energy spent thinking
about diabetes compared to normal.’ Her
DIY solution has alleviated some of the
burden of type 1 diabetes.

One of the original hackers, Dana Lewis,
a Seattle-based data analyst, created an
artificial pancreas system in 2014 with
her husband Scott Leibrand, a computer
network and systems engineer. Their
setup includes a continuous glucose
monitor, (about $1000–$1400 plus
$35–$100 per week for supplies); an
insulin pump (about $5500 plus $100
per month for supplies); a pocket-sized

A

cknowledge cost is an issue
It is important to acknowledge
that high costs are a key driver
in catalysing people into DIY
developments, driving them
away from safer, more beneficial
products. Currently it is only
public outcry that is putting
the brakes on price hikes, but
controls should be put in place to
restrict such practices.

There are likely to be risk considerations
and mitigations that are being overlooked
by the hackers, either wilfully, or through

C

hannel the creativity
In the right context, hackers
can be a beneficial resource to
developments; one that some
organisations such as the NHS
in the UK are exploring. They are
already trying to seize on the
innovation of a wider community via
hack days, where diverse groups
of industry experts and patients
are engaged to solve a range of
problems by rapidly developing
ideas and technologies.

ignorance. Medical regulations are put in
place for good reasons – to ensure that
devices and drugs are safe and when
used correctly do not put patients at risk
of harm or death.
It is, therefore, easy to condemn all
medical device DIYers as cavalier
developers, ignorant of the risks and
regulatory processes that devices go
through to ensure safety or mitigate
harm, but there are lessons we can learn
and take forward into future products
and practices.
DIY developments highlight the fact that
people’s needs are not being addressed,
whether at a functional level or due to
prohibitive costs, and this represents
an opportunity for the medical device
industry.

C

onclusion – stay hungry
Lastly, I think it is important
that we, as an industry, remain
hungry to develop the best
products we possibly can.
OK, we all have to do that
within constraints of budgets,
organisational structures and
regulations – whether we are a
two-man start-up or the biggest
multinational – but let’s strive to
create a culture in which people
can be passionate and committed
to developing the best possible
products they can.
ENDS

T

hink beyond the now
It is clear that we need to engage
more closely and proactively
with patients and consumers
to better understand user
requirements, not just based on
current practices and available
technology but to anticipate
future scenarios and innovations.
This may require companies to be
more flexible in their development
and regulatory approaches, and
to challenge development teams
to incorporate or make provision
for the inclusion of more up-todate and future technologies.

K

eep the problem in perspective
It is unlikely that there will be a
flood of amateur medical device
developers, as the number of
people with the knowledge, skills
and inclination to hack advanced
technology is very limited. Current
regulations already prohibit
distribution or marketing without
the necessary approvals, mitigating
a mass take-up of such products.
However, with the slow pace of
medical device development
we will continue to see people
experimenting, exploring the
boundaries and capabilities of
medical devices and occasionally
putting their own lives at risk to
advance their medical care.

1. HIS report and Cisco
2. www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Newsroom/
PressAnnouncements/UCM522974
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30 years of Team Consulting:
the journey from
1986 to today
By Tom Brooks
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First, let us rewind back to 2011, the
year that we began to write and share
this very magazine. We launched
Insight as part of our 25th anniversary
celebrations. It felt like the perfect time
to share a story about the ebbs and flows
of the company as it had established
itself and grown into who we were on
that day.
In the first issue, we wrote of how, on
11 November 1986, five friends and
colleagues who were working together
at a large technical consultancy, were
adamant that they could set up a
company which would offer a higher
quality, high-end technical service than
their employer. Co-founder, Andy Fry
says, ‘As a group we settled on the name
“Team Consulting”, as this embodied the
aspirational culture we hoped to achieve,
one of combined wisdom, teamwork and
collective expertise.’
Andy Fry– Founder

In the five-year period since we shared
that story in issue 1 of Insight, Team
has changed quite dramatically. As a
company, we have grown from 50 to
nearly 100 employees, and we have
rapidly developed our capabilities to
enable us to work on absolutely lifechanging medical devices that embrace
cutting-edge technologies.
Looking back to our beginnings, it is
difficult to take in the vast changes
that our company, our industry and the

Jerry Turner – Previous Managing Director

world have seen over the last 30 years;
especially when we consider what has
been made possible today, by huge
advances in technology.
1986 was the year that gave us Top
Gun (and the great duo of Maverick
and Goose); Ferris Bueller had his day
off; and IBM launched its first laptop,
weighing a totally lap-crunching 13
lbs (5.8 kg) – not that our founders
could afford one at the time. And,
incredibly, British surgeons performed
the world’s first triple transplant (heart,
lung and liver) only 20 miles down the
road from us at Papworth Hospital in
Cambridgeshire. For some, it still feels
like yesterday, but as Ferris Bueller
famously said, ‘Life moves pretty fast. If
you don’t stop and look around once in a
while, you could miss it.’
It is interesting to look back and see
how things have changed, and it has
been equally fascinating looking back
at Team’s journey, which was possible
thanks to a great archive kept by Jerry
Turner, our chairman and previous
Managing Director (1991–2012). For over
two decades, Jerry has kept a couple
of unassuming shelves and boxes
at Team stocked up full of company
paraphernalia. When I asked him why
he had been so meticulous, he told me
‘I’m not usually a nostalgic person, but
I chose to keep things over the years to
remind us where we came from.’
As I dug through the materials, there
was something quite refreshing to see.
Whether it was old project books, case
studies, job advertisements, or ≥

Business cards over the years
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some of the fun that has gone on here,
it was clear how the ethos of teamwork
and collective expertise has always been
at the forefront of the company. This was
also true right at the bottom of the pile
where I found the original typewriterwritten business plan. In this, the
founders had written their first mission
statement for the company, where they
aimed to have a ‘tremendous motivation
to excel by a team of dedicated
engineers and support staff’ that they
hoped would be directly involved in the
business as directors and shareholders
of the company. That is still true today.

“Nowadays,
responsibility is
spread across the
project team”

Team Consulting employees 2016 – 30th celebration
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Looking elsewhere around the business,
there are many faces that have been with
Team for large portions of our history,
and they certainly have some stories to
tell. Sophie Raven, a senior consultant
who has worked here for 18 years now,
spoke to me about how, when she joined,
laptops were few and far between. She
cast her mind back and told me how,
‘I think when I joined we shared three

laptops between about 20 of us. If we
were going out to visit a client we would
have to book the laptop and the project
weeks in advance to make sure it would
be free. You would then have to lug the
heavy breeze-block sized technology
halfway around the world, with strict
instructions that they should not go in
the airplane hold.’
Sophie also recounts how the
management of projects has changed,
recalling how ‘back in the day, the
project manager was the key person in a
project. They took all the responsibility
and made all the key decisions.’ She
went on to say, ‘Nowadays, responsibility
is spread across the project team, with a
project manager or sometimes two, and
technical leads representing the main
disciplines. It’s a similar way to how our
clients work, and it creates a much more
collaborative, one big team feel.’
In a similar way, Sophie reflected that
working with suppliers has also become

a much more collaborative affair. For
example, the costs of stereolithography
rapid prototyping, and even prototype
moulding, have been significantly
reduced; combine this with the fact that
turnaround times are only a fraction of
what they used to be, and this allows for
significant changes. It has not only sped
up the development process, but it has
allowed clients to put a ‘real’ product into
the hands of their senior management
and customers at a much earlier stage.
Heading back to Jerry’s archives, I spot
something a bit more familiar to me –
the most recent memory added. Jerry
has saved a collection of photos from
earlier this year where we celebrated
Team’s 30th birthday together. On the
day, Dan Flicos, our CEO, took a moment
to reflect back, and look forward to
the next chapter of Team, stating that
‘Team’s best years are still ahead of us’;
and seeing how things have changed
recently, we agree. It is exciting to see
what the future will bring!
ENDS

Old brochure

“working with
suppliers has also
become a much more
collaborative affair”

Old brochure

Old flyer
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Getting your hands dirty
for good design

H

By Steven McLellan

made
earl
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Here’s
one I
My professional career in design began
in the mid-90s, having spent the previous
four years mostly studying product
design at Glasgow School of Art; an
institution perhaps more famous for fine
art and architecture, but nonetheless
a reputable and enviable place to
study design. However, my aspirations
for becoming a product designer
materialised more than a decade earlier
when I started designing and making a
range of bespoke money boxes for my
rapidly growing collection of 20p pieces
which had just been introduced. Made
out of empty cereal boxes and UHU glue,
these were no ordinary money boxes

lier

with a slot on the top and a means for
subsequent pilfering underneath.
Of course, they had to keep my stash
safe from my three marauding brothers,
but they were Heath Robinson works of
art. Most comprised an elaborate pickup mechanism which then channelled
my newly acquired 20p down a concealed
shaft, rotated some gearing to make a
whirring sound before dispensing said
piece of silver onto the growing stockpile
of bounty within. Cunningly disguised,
some of my other creations did look like
a Kellogg’s cereal box, but these had a
rotary combination lock also made out of
cardboard. If my brothers knew my date
of birth (doh!) they would have cracked
the safe in seconds. It didn’t occur to me
though that throwing the entire creation
into a warm bath to soften the cardboard
was a much easier way to access the
booty. ≥
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Alas, I have not designed and built any
more cardboard money boxes since, but
the sheer pleasure and satisfaction of
designing and creating something with
my own hands from everyday materials,
seeing my ideas evolve, transform and
delight (and not forgetting the highly
toxic glue vapours) remain with me to
this day. Not only that, but it forms an
essential part of me and my ethos that
good design starts life as a collage
of ideas, inspirations and what-ifs,
and more often than not is made from
cardboard, pipe cleaners and stickybacked plastic.
Evaluating early ideas by making simple,
cheap, low-fidelity mock-ups should be
an essential element of the early design
development process, as it not only
inspires innovation but is an extremely
efficient method of understanding the
real challenge as well as highlighting
areas of potential risk. This is vital in
the field of medical device development
where a solid design foundation is
essential not only for the commercial
success of the product but more
importantly, the safety and well-being of
the end user.

Mock-up [mok-uhp]
noun
1. a model, often full-size, of
something that has not yet been built,
showing how it will look or operate
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As a designer with a practical hands-on
approach to problem solving, there is no
more effective way for me to innovate.
Every new design prospect comes
with a challenge. We would not be in
employment if there was no need for
products to be safer, or easier to use,
or to be more effective, or to be smaller
and portable, or to be appealing to
both children and the elderly, or to have
enhanced functionality at half the cost...
The list goes on.
Problem solving is not easy, in fact it
can be bloody difficult. Literally. One
of the patents on which I am a named
inventor is a cannula insertion device;
a sharp, pointed and potentially lethal
cannula insertion device. The design
started life as a bare 40 mm long needle.
After countless ‘percutaneous exposure
incidents’ (or as my older brothers would
often say ‘painful little pricks’) you
quickly appreciate the challenge at hand
and the absolute necessity for needle
safety. It was through fabricating a
series of mock-ups, increasing in fidelity,
and going through repeated cycles of
evaluation and iteration that a simple
idea for improved needle safety evolved
into an innovative and commercially
successful product.
Producing physical mock-ups need not
be complicated, timely or costly. On the
contrary, the simpler the better and the
easier they are to adapt, to evolve the
concept and explore different ideas. It is
like brainstorming in three dimensions.

Scribbles on Post-it notes become
physical representations of thought;
simple mechanisms come alive to
demonstrate the principle behind an idea
– good or bad. (There is no bad idea until
it starts costing time and money.) Being
able to demonstrate a reason to believe
in your idea at the earliest opportunity
increases the likelihood of future
success as well as highlighting areas of
potential risk that can be managed at an
early stage.
Establish the right design at the outset
and a sound engineering and usability
product development process will
ensure the design is right at the end.
There are many advantages to producing
mock-ups as early as possible:
• They are powerful design tools, yet low
cost and quick to produce;
• They inspire innovation;
• They allow us to fully comprehend the
challenges at hand and define the
problem;
• They quickly highlight ideas which are
not so good;
• They ground our ideas in reality;
• They highlight potential risk
areas early on.

“They are powerful
design tools, yet
low cost and quick
to produce”

When designing, it is very tempting
to jump headlong into 3D CAD after
only a few sketches, thinking we
understand the challenges, brimming
with confidence of how we are going
to solve the problem and come up
with a fantastic looking product. It is
also very easy and relatively cheap to
produce rapid prototypes from 3D CAD
models to evaluate the early design
concepts. In my opinion, this is missing
a fundamental part of good practice
in design development. How else can
you derive a deep understanding of the
problem/challenge without first getting
your hands dirty?
I have worked on numerous medical
device development projects in
which the key challenge has been the
handling and/or controlled delivery
of a ‘substance’ from a new ‘device’.
The substances in question have had
a wide variety of properties: wet, dry,
fibrous, viscous, sticky, UV sensitive and
sometimes hazardous. With appropriate
safety precautions in place, getting our
hands dirty and ‘playing’ with the stuff
with simple mock-ups was the only way
to really appreciate how it behaves, how
it moves, how it clumps together, how
it expands with heat, how it adheres
to a surface (or not), how it reacts with
water, how hard it is to dispense from a
syringe, how it eats plastic – all of these

things. You can read all the technical
data sheets in the world but nothing
compares to rolling up your sleeves and
playing with the stuff, understanding
the problems and making things to work
through the possibilities.
Over-eagerness to jump into 3D CAD
to produce photo-realistic images of
a concept before the basic principle
of the idea has been considered is not
only setting ourselves up for a fall,
but is creating a disconnect between
the design and the designer. Design
is emotive – How do we feel about a
product? How do we feel when we use
it? How do we feel it adds value to our
lives? To feel (in the true sense of the
word), we need to touch. To touch we
need something physical. If we don’t
have something physical how can we feel
emotion towards it?

“You can read all the
technical data sheets in
the world but nothing
compares to rolling
up your sleeves and
playing with the stuff”
If you have designed a product that
is hand-held or otherwise manually
operated, and you did not start by
carving out a foam model by hand,
shame on you. All too often I have
witnessed young designers develop
an idea from the sketch book straight
into 3D CAD, and then struggle with
the limitations of the CAD software to
the point of compromising their design
intent. Design should not be limited by
the 3D modelling package. Instead, the

design intent should be realised in the
physical form, starting with a computer
numerically controlled (CNC)-machined
basic 3D form as a physical underlay if
necessary. The use of modelling clay is
not restricted to the automotive industry
and is a great material to achieve the
subtle surface detail that was not
possible in 3D CAD. Physical models,
once right, can always be 3D scanned
and the digital surface imported back
into the 3D modelling package for
refinement.
Another innovative medical device
I worked on required the controlled
delivery of a topical treatment for the
scalp. One of the first mock-ups I made
to test an idea comprised an empty
bottle of hair dye, the lid from a Ketchup
bottle, shampoo as a placebo, and
my wife in the shower. Of course I was
merely an observer of this first user
trial, but once assembled and filled with
shampoo (the mock-up, not my wife) she
proceeded to easily apply the contents
of the modified bottle directly to her
scalp in a controlled and repeatable
manner. Result! (although my wife didn’t
appreciate the blue tint to her
hair for a few days afterwards).
When I first started in consultancy, 3D
CNC machining was in its infancy and
there was no rapid prototyping; not in
west London at any rate. All physical
representations of the product design
had to be made by hand; from early
foam models and mock-ups, all the
way to final prototypes. The software
and technologies readily available to
us today, and project budgets and
schedules restrict the making of visual
models and functional prototypes
entirely by hand for obvious reasons. But
there is no reason for not making early
mock-ups and foam models by hand and
evolving the design out of these early
manifestations.
The value in the more traditional ways of
designing, sculpting foam and evaluating
early ideas with mock-ups, has stood
me in good stead. I am a strong advocate
of hands-on design and encourage the
younger generation to see the value
in it. Long may I continue to not only
contribute to the commercial success of
our clients but to help make a tangible
difference to the lives of the end users
we are ultimately designing for.
ENDS
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Definitions

Antibody

T-Cell
therapy
New hope for
leukemia patients

By Jess Fox

Little protein tags which will stick
very specifically to a target.
Antibodies are produced by the
immune system to identify and
kill things such as bacteria
and viruses.

Antigen
A substance which the immune
system recognises as foreign; it is
capable of producing a specific
immune response – often something
on the outside of an invading
bacteria or virus.

Receptor
A revolution is occurring in the treatment
of leukaemia. While more than 80% of
children diagnosed with leukaemia will
be cured, the treatment options of the
remaining 20% have been close to none.
However, an exciting new treatment
called T-cell therapy has been shown to
dramatically improve the prognosis of
terminally ill leukaemia patients who may
only have a few months to live.
These superlatives do not appear
exaggerated since numerous studies have
reported that 80–90% of participants with
acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL) have
seen symptoms vanish completely. T-cell
therapy is a new class of treatment which
augments the response of the patient’s
own immune system to help it recognise
and fight the cancerous cells. Like all
cancers, leukaemia is a disease caused
by some of the body’s cells growing and
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dividing uncontrollably. Confusingly, in the
case of leukaemia, the rogue cells happen
to be some of the white blood cells that
normally patrol the body looking for
bacteria, viruses or cancer cells.
Normally, potentially malignant cells
which are detected by the immune
system are programmed to self-destruct.
However, cancerous cells can look
like normal cells, so the body does not
recognise them as foreign and no immune
attack occurs, leaving the cancer cells
free to grow.
Chemotherapy drugs, alone or in
combination, are used to kill most types
of leukaemia cells. After chemotherapy
patients are sometimes given blood,
platelets or even a bone marrow
transplant to help replace damaged cells.

Most cells have specific proteins on
their surface which can lock onto
passing molecules. When something
binds to the receptor it passes a
signal to the inside of the cell so the
cell can respond.

T-Cell receptor
Every T-cell has a specific set of
receptors on its surface which are on
the lookout for a particular antigen, in
other words a particular threat. When
that specific antigen is bound to the
T-cell it kicks the T-cell into action.

In order to understand
T-cell therapy, we
need to consider a few
frequently asked questions
regarding white blood
cells, immunity and
immunotherapy:

What are white blood cells?
There are a few types of white blood
cells which we need to know about:

Q

T Lymphocytes (also known as T-cells)
cruise around looking for things which
might harm the body such as viruses,
bacteria or any foreign cells (e.g.
transplant). Each T-cell is on the lookout
for a particular threat and has one
specific set of receptors on its surface
which are on the lookout for one specific
antigen. When the receptors bind to that
particular antigen it kicks the T-cell into
action, sending messages to other cells
nearby and replicating itself so that the
body can fight off the threat.
B Lymphocytes (also known as B-cells)
are responsible for producing antibodies.
Natural killer cells (what a great name)
attack and kill certain tumour cells and
virus-infected cells.
Granulocytes ingest foreign cells such
as bacteria, viruses and other parasites.
Monocytes carry out surveillance for the
immune system.

A
&

How do T-cells contribute to immunity?
T-cells are produced in the bone marrow
and go to a sort of ‘finishing school’ in the
thymus where they start producing their
own particular surface receptors.
T-cells continuously patrol the blood and
lymphatic system looking for trouble.
When a receptor on the T-cell binds to
their particular antigen it initiates a
cascade of events that activates the
T-cell. Activation causes the T-cell to
divide and produce copies of itself and
also to produce effector T-cells which
help to kill the intruder and memory
T-cells which recognise the intruder if it
shows up again in the future.

The effector T-cell releases cytotoxic
proteins which act on the intruder cell,
eventually killing it. Once the intruder
cells have been eliminated the effector
T-cells disappear, whilst memory T-cells
remain and can retrigger the cycle if the
antigen reappears.

What is immunotherapy?
Immunotherapy is a treatment that
enables the body’s immune system to
detect and destroy cancer cells more
effectively. Monoclonal antibodybased treatments are one example of
immunotherapy. Monoclonal antibodies
have successfully been developed to
target specific antigen features on
leukaemia cells. For example, rituximab
(Rituxan®/MabThera®), ofatumumab
(Arzerra®) and obinutuzumab (Gazyva®/
Gazyvaro®) are now commonly
used, alone or in combination with
chemotherapy, to treat leukaemia.
The antibodies stick to cancer cells
and help the immune system home in
and attack. ≥
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Figure 1: T-cell therapy for
advanced leukemia patients

T-cells
and
immunotherapy

01

T-cells, with their specific receptors,
can recognise and eliminate intruder
cells, but are unable to recognise some
cancer cells because they do not look
foreign (remember they are just normal
cells which have turned to the dark side).
However, if receptors on the T-cell are
modified so they recognise receptors
on the outside of cancer cells, then
the natural power of the T-cell can be
unleashed on the cancer cells. It is
this process that is now being used
so successfully to treat patients with
advanced leukaemia (see Figure 1).
For the engineered T-cells to have
maximum impact, identification of a good
target antigen is key. Ideally the antigen
targeted would only be found on cancer
cells. To date, most have been designed
to recognise a specific protein on the
cancer cell surface called CD19. However,
a downside to targeting CD19 is its
presence on both cancerous B-cells and
normal B-cells – more on this later.
26

T-cells are
collected from the
patient’s blood

T-cell
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T-cells are genetically
modified in the
laboratory so that
they present T-cell
receptors on their
surface that bind
CD19 on the outside
of leukaemia B-cells

Engineered T-cell
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The engineered
T-cells are then
multiplied in the
lab, increasing their
number to many
million

Millions of Engineered
T-cells
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The engineered
T-cells are infused
into the patient
(sometimes following
an initial course of
chemotherapy to help
reduce the number of
cancer cells)

Administration of
engineered T-cells

The future
Immunotherapy is attracting a great deal
of interest from clinicians, academics
and the pharma/biotech industry. Work is
ongoing to address the side effect issues,
particularly the ongoing damage to
healthy B-cells, for example, building an
‘off-switch’ into the modified cells so that
they can be eradicated once they have
done their job.
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Once in the body, the
engineered T-cells behave
in the same manner as the
body’s own T-cells

Cancer cell

Cancer cell

Solid tumours pose a greater challenge
because the cancer does not consist
of individual circulating cells, but is a
solid mass which is not easy to access.
However, progress is being made and
immunotherapy is likely to find niches
with treatment of other cancers.

T-cell

Engineered T-cell

Cancer cell killed

Engineered T-cell remain
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When an engineered T-cell
comes across the target antigen
CD19, it binds, activates and
kills the leukaemia cell
Evidence
Remarkable success has been
demonstrated using engineered T-cell
therapy to treat blood-borne tumours.
Numerous clinical trials have been
conducted to target the B-cell-specific
antigen CD19; complete remission rates
as high as 90% have been routinely
reported in patients with ALL who had
not previously responded to treatment,
or were suffering a relapse.
These results are unprecedented in
patients without other curative options.
Whilst clinical trials have been small,
the results demonstrate the principle of
this type of immunotherapy. The number
and size of clinical trials continues
to increase which will facilitate our
understanding of T-cell therapy. Already
the engineered T-cells have been found
to persist in the body helping to guard
against the cancer reoccurring, which
has contributed to long-term remission
in several patients.

Side effects of CAR T-cell therapy
While chimeric antigen receptor
(CAR) T-cell therapy offers hope for
many individuals, it does have some
undesirable side effects. Cytokinerelease syndrome is a potentially
fatal condition caused by the death
of so many cells. Patients experience
dangerously high fevers and substantial
drops in blood pressure, but the
condition can be managed with steroids.
Another common problem is B-cell
aplasia, in which normal B-cells
are killed as well as the cancerous
B-cells. This condition can be managed
by intravenous administration of
replacement antibodies. In June 2016
it was reported that three patients
had died during an engineered T-cell
therapy clinical study due to swelling in
the brain. The deaths do not mean the
end of engineered T-cell therapy, but
show that this treatment is not a quick
fix and researchers are still working to
understand its safety and efficacy.

“Currently, each lab is only
allowed to culture one
patient’s cells at any given
time to prevent the risk of
cross contamination”
Commercialisation of T-cell therapy
is presenting significant challenges
to an industry that is used to selling
mass-produced drugs; in particular the
task of scaling up the highly laborious
and technical process of harvesting,
manipulating, transforming and
multiplying the cells. This requires a lab
environment with tightly controlled, good
manufacturing practices and arduous
quality assurance procedures – including
genetic profiling of the cells. Currently,
each lab is only allowed to culture one
patient’s cells at any given time to prevent
the risk of cross contamination, and since
it takes almost a month to make each
treatment this creates a huge bottleneck.
Human cells dislike being shipped, even
when frozen, so it seems likely that a
network of regional laboratories will be
required to provide treatment across
a country. However, despite these
challenges T-cell therapy offers an
almost miracle cure for some otherwise
incurable leukaemias, and hopefully it
will find application for treatment of other
cancers in the near future.
ENDS
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The great
generics race

By Brennan Miles

In motor racing the 1980’s became
known as the turbo-era. A period where
a generation of super-fast, flame
spitting, colourful race cars were born.
But why the sudden change? Engine
size, engine efficiency and particularly
aerodynamics, all came to the fore.
Drivers were important, but it was
mostly the new developments in turbo
technologies that drove innovation.
The prize for being first across the finish
line on a Sunday afternoon directly
lead to more car sales on a Monday
morning, and it was the big corporations
like Renault, BMW, Porsche and Ferrari
that invested heavily in development
to capitalise on this. But having a
technological advantage wasn’t the only
thing that won races. Every aspect of the
machine was examined...
What did it take to win a race? Lancia
Stratos was a company where the
competition manager was looking for any
advantage. He polled the entire racing
crew to find out what they thought would
make a winning car. It worked. They did
have the advantage in their class of
competition, winning for three years –
but only three years...
However, with the faster cars came more
accidents. With every change to design,

potential risks needed to be balanced.
New regulations came into effect. New
limits were set on the cars. Minimum
weights were introduced, along with
many other regulations.
Big money poured into racing events,
and with that came more and more
competition to dominate racing. New
companies entered racing and new
markets opened up for Formula One in
particular. The first Formula One race
in Hungary was held in the 80s. Race
organisers were looking for new markets
to hold more races to make more money.
This very same drive to be the first
across the line can be seen in the
successful but aging asthma and COPD
drugs market. New races are opening
up in the generics category. Competitive
companies have been anticipating
the expiry of intellectual properties.
The generics know that just building a
fast car might not actually bring them
victory. If the driver can’t control it or
it doesn’t meet with race regulations,
their efforts will fail. Why is it then
that so many companies seem to have
underestimated the time and effort
required to develop devices for generic
drugs? ≥
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dynamics) and aerosol science are
useful to give an understanding of device
performance, but equally important is
an understanding the human usability
aspects (why and how patients use
they device) which is fundamental for
regulatory authorisation.

“If it looks like a
Porsche, it might not
drive like a Porsche”
If it looks like a Porsche, it might
not drive like a Porsche; if a generic
drug is an exact copy of an existing
compound then it should follow that
the combination delivery technology
(the inhaler) can also be a copy of the
existing product. The reality is that there
is nothing generic about generic device
development as there is nothing new
about new device development. But to be
real race competition, the generics have
discovered that all device development
projects need roughly the same amount
of time and effort to otherwise your
“car” might fail at the first hurdle and be
disallowed.
Generic pharmaceuticals are an identical
copy of existing drugs that are sold at
much lower costs than the original but
without the brand name. These are fully
regulated, bioequivalent, chemically
identical products that do the same job
as their branded counterparts. In the
U.S. alone generic drugs account for
approximately 80% of the prescriptions
written. Companies who specialise in
producing generics are legitimately
able to market their own versions of
the existing drugs when the patent
protection on the existing ‘new drug’ has
expired allowing full market competition
to take place. The regulators understand
the process and support it because the
availability of cheaper generic drugs is a
good thing for everyone.
Over the past ten years the development
of generic drugs and device combinations
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has been a big topic in the respiratory
market. The basic business model for
generics companies is to produce an
exact copy of an existing blockbuster
drug formulation and obtain regulatory
approval in time to launch – preferably on
the day after the current license holders
intellectual property expires.

“In the U.S. alone
generic drugs account
for approximately 80%
of the prescriptions
written”
Generic products are sold at a lower
price than the branded product to
encourage users and prescribers to
switch brands. It is a high volume, low
margin business that is heavily reliant on
being the first to market.
The generics approach works well for
pure pharmaceuticals (pills and some
injectable drugs) but the development
process seems to gets more challenging
when an existing branded drug is aligned
(or combined) with a specific delivery
technology or device, as is often the
case with DPI (dry powder inhalers).
With inhaler device technologies, an
in-depth understanding of the complex
interactions between the device and the
formulation is needed to understand
why and how they work. Analytical
tools such as CFD (computational fluid

The peculiarity in this rush by the
generics to be first to market is that they
are of course not the first. The first is
always the original developer of the drug/
device combination and their advantage
often lies in their detailed knowledge
of the device used to deliver the
formulation, which ultimately governs
the end performance. It is this profile
that is often difficult to fully understand.
In some simple inhaler technologies
it is relatively straight forward to use
reverse engineering tools, such as 3D
component scanning, in combination
with CFD analysis to measure and
understand the critical aspects of the
air-path geometry – the route inside the
device that the drug comes into contact
with. However in more complex devices,
such as those multi-dose versions that
use complicated gearing and timing
mechanisms to meter and release the
drugs, reverse engineering alone can
give a misleading result.
Typically, the developer will analyse
the existing commercial device
to understand the performance
characteristics and traits. However,
it is virtually impossible to tell if the
commercial devices are operating
at a nominal condition (in the middle
of the design intent) or if they have
components which are at the tolerance
extremes. The physical differences
are likely to be only fractions of one
millimetre, which doesn’t sound like very
much, but in order to produce a like-forlike performance copy an understanding
of the nominal or median operating
condition of the commercial device is
necessary.
Another factor that is important in
controlling the unit costs for the generic
device is to understand the production
tolerance window which allows the
manufacturer to minimise (or better still

“The original developers are
also doing all they can to
retain as much of their market
share as possible via both
litigation and extending patent
protection but also with new
technology development”

prevent) rejects as early as possible in
the production processes. When you
consider that since 1995 GSK have made
over 550 million of their ‘Diskus’ devices
in the UK (and have produced over 1
billion worldwide) the balance of the
device operating window and the control
of production tolerances becomes very
important for efficiency.
On the whole, facsimile (like-for-like)
copies of inhaler technologies are mostly
confined to the markets outside of the
USA and Europe. The preferred approach
for generic inhaler devices for the more
tightly regulated markets could be to
develop a ‘performs-like’ and ‘operates
–like’ but not a ‘functions-like device’.
Essentially a new device development
that replicates the use steps of the

predicate device – assuming that no
critical use errors have been identified
– but has a new internal ‘engine’ that
has been developed from scratch with
high scale production processes in mind.
This gives the developer some scope to
innovate and to avoid infringement of
patents or copyright that may still be
valid for the predicate device technology
even though the pharmaceutical patents
have expired.

scuffle to outdo each other. On one hand
the generic drug developers are looking
to create their replicate of the existing
device performance, while in direct
response the original developers are
looking to retain market share of their
existing asthma and COPD formulations
by developing entirely new devices that
pack in better usability, improved drug
delivery efficiency and in some cases
electronic intelligence and monitoring.

In response to the inhaled generics,
the original developers are also
doing all they can to retain as much
of their market share as possible via
both litigation and extending patent
protection but also with new technology
development. Between the factions, this
has set up an interesting and ongoing

What has become clear is that both
paths are costly. But what is fascinating
is that the same drive and ambition
in the race industry is the same in the
medical device industry. Being first
across the line isn’t just about being the
fastest.
ENDS
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10 human
factors
study myths
By Rob Fernall

that lots of ‘effort’ in the validation study
will get you that regulatory tick in the
box. The job of the validation study is to
serve as a ‘summary exercise’, to confirm
everything that you already know –
nothing more.

1

“Formative studies will
provide an insight into
usability problems and
use-errors”

Myth 1:
Validation is
everything

You will probably run a validation
study at the end of the human factors
process to demonstrate that intended
users can use your device properly and,
importantly, without hurting themselves
(or other people). It is an important
study, but it is a common misconception
that the validation study is where all
the focus should lie. It is true that it will
probably be your largest study, and that
there is clear human factors guidance
from the FDA on exactly what you have
to do. But don’t be lulled into thinking
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Human factors, or the ways
in which people interact
with devices, became
important in our industry
back in the 1990s. We have
been exploring the impact
of human factors and how
they relate to medical device
design for over 17 years.
From our experience of
human factors studies we
have become aware of a few
misconceptions. Human
factors studies are very
powerful but they are not
magic. Here are some of the
myths we have uncovered in
our work.

On the other hand, formative studies,
conducted throughout the product
development process, are more likely to
get you through that approval process.
Formative studies will provide an insight
into usability problems and use-errors.
Formative studies tell you if design
changes have worked, and formative
studies provide the narrative for the
regulators to demonstrate that the
design has been optimised; that there is
no more that can be done to improve the
device or further reduce risks.

2

Myth 2:
Human factors
= Human factors
studies

When people say “We need some
HF”, they often mean “We need an
HF study”. Many people believe that
looking at human factors is the same as
undertaking human factors studies. But
this is only half the story. Good human
factors involves two parts – empirical
(studies) and analytical (theoretical)
– and they complement each other.
You should never underestimate the
importance of analytical human factors.

3

For a start, you cannot conduct
a validation study until you have
conducted a thorough risk assessment,
and criticality assessment. Analytical
techniques are also very good at quickly
identifying potential usability problems,
and are invaluable for exploring unusual
situations that would never be tested in a
user study. It is often the analytical work
that is key to shaping the things that
need to be explored in user studies.
The only limitation of analytical human
factors is that conclusions are based on
assumptions about human behaviour
– in other words, it is based on our
informed ‘guesses’ about how people
will interact with a medical device. All
of us have a little knowledge of human
behaviour, but we need to be careful that
these ‘guesses’ don’t lead to sweeping
generalisations that could close down
design options too early – how many
times do you hear well-meaning people
start sentences with phrases like “Users
won’t see that…” or “Users will just
ignore that…”. For this reason, we need
to be a bit cautious with analytical work,
especially when conducted within multidisciplinary teams, and know when to
supplement it with empirical work (user
studies) to get “real data”.

Myth 3:
Instructions
eliminate errors

Have you ever conducted a risk
assessment, identified a possibility for
users to hurt themselves, and then written
in the risk assessment, ‘emphasise in the
instructions’? It is a common myth that
the instructions can save the users from
themselves. Instructions for use (IFU) can
be very influential. A badly designed IFU
can totally confuse people and make them
mess up, but even a ‘perfect’ IFU will not
shift deeply ingrained human behaviours.
We have seen countless examples of
participants reading instructions aloud
and then doing something different, or
getting cross with instructions because
they are telling them to do something that
‘they don’t need to do’. We often try visual
‘tricks’ – including making text bold, big
or red – only to find that users completely

4

Myth 4:
User ratings rule!

We like to collect user ratings – whether
it is how much they like a feature, or
whether they find device A better than
device B. Such data can be clearly
presented on a chart and can be really
compelling when used in presentations.
However, I would strongly caution about
when and how to use ratings.
Regulatory bodies such as the FDA are
not interested in subjective user ratings.
Ratings can be interesting, and I often
do collect participants’ ratings, but it is
easy to collect misleading data. Ratings
should always be accompanied with
some rationale from the participant,
and it is this rationale which is generally
most helpful. For example, it may lead
to a discussion of their assumptions, or
mental models or thought processes.

“Ratings should always
be accompanied with
some rationale from
the participant, and it is
this rationale which is
generally most helpful”
ignore it. People create mental models
to make sense of the world around
them and then seek out information
that confirms this mental model. When
people interact with a device they will
engage with the parts of the instructions
that fit with their mental model and gloss
over the parts that don’t.

Ultimately, it is what people do with
a device that matters – do they make
mistakes or get confused? ≥
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5

Myth 5:
Formative
studies are
fairly simple

It is logical to think that validation
studies are the complicated ‘projects’
that require great skill and, in contrast,
anyone can do a formative study.

“Formative studies have
fewer guidelines or
constraints and they can
be surprisingly difficult
to do well”
Whilst validation studies do have to be
conducted in a certain way, and they
do represent an important step in the
regulatory process, formative studies
have fewer guidelines or constraints
and they can be surprisingly difficult
to do well.

6

Myth 6:
Numbers
are needed

We have seen, not unreasonably, people
want to set numerical acceptance
criteria, for example, ‘95% of the user
population should be able to complete
all the tasks without committing a
use-error’. After all, this approach
is fundamental to a lot of objective
testing that we already do. You set an
acceptability threshold so you can
objectively conclude whether your
product has passed or failed.
However, this approach cannot be
applied to human factors studies.
There is no concept of ‘acceptable
failures rates’. If we applied this concept,
it would somehow imply that a few

7

Myth 7:
Positivity is
persuasive

If we see positivity in a study, for
example, ‘after training no errors were
seen’, or ‘all participants successfully
completed all steps on their first or
second attempt’, it is tempting to brag
about these in the study report. We may
also be tempted to highlight how many
users gave the product a 5 star rating!
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Whilst we should have a positive mind-set
when presenting the case for a product’s
safety and effectiveness, it does not
mean that we should be seeking out these
positive ‘trends’.
Yes, the product is good, and safe and
effective – this is almost an unwritten
assumption. You can start your validation
report or summary report with a statement
that the product is safe and effective in the
hands of intended users, etc. However, the
regulators are interested in the errors that
people make when using the product, and
how critical these errors are, so that they
can judge for themselves, the risks of the
product going onto the market.

Formative studies serve to provide
answers to questions, but unless you
have a crystal ball, it is hard to know
which questions will come up.
As the development process continues,
issues will become clearer. There may be
several different questions or problems
to try and address, and these have to be
prioritised.
Even after prioritising the issues, the
design of a study is not straightforward.
You can run ‘generic’ simulated use
studies, but the real value comes
from thinking hard about the research
questions and how best to design a
study to address them – and this can be
surprisingly tricky!

‘casualties’ are acceptable, when clearly
they are not. All serious use-errors made
(or nearly made), have to be presented,
explained and justified as ‘acceptable
residual risk’.
Ron Kaye, the previous Head of Human
Factors division at CDRH in the FDA,
who was the driving force behind much
of the guidance we see today, said, ‘it’s
a game of words not numbers’, and has
likened the human factors submission to
summing up in front of a jury.

8

Myth 8: Critical
errors kill
(the product)

Myth10:
Adherence (to the
human factors
process) = approval

10

“Critical errors don’t
signal the death of
the device”
‘Criticality’ of errors is fundamental to
the human factors process. However,
just because you see critical use-errors
in a study does not necessarily mean
that your product is going to be rejected.
Any critical errors need to be investigated
(root cause analysis). You may be able
to argue that the study environment

9

caused the error. Or, that the error is
unavoidable in that class of device.
The important point is to demonstrate
that nothing more can be done to the
instructions or the device to reduce
these errors. Critical errors don’t signal
the death of the device.

The HF guidance is good guidance.
Having practiced human factors in a lot
of industries I know that it is pretty good
guidance – it doesn’t ask you to do things
for the sake of it, and the essence is very
fair – it is all about demonstrating that
you have understood the usability issues
and done all you can to fix them.

Myth 9:
No errors =
no worries

It seems obvious that if we don’t see any
users making any mistakes in a study
then we are home and dry – surely!
Unfortunately seeing no use-errors may
not be enough. The product may still
have a design flaw which could lead to
serious harm.
Let’s take the example of the cyclists
using a badly designed cycle path – if
we asked 60 cyclists to each test the
cycle path we probably wouldn’t see
any of them actually crash; but that
doesn’t mean it is an acceptable design.
If we watched thousands of cyclists we
probably would see some accidents, and
possible some quite nasty ones.
Most human factors studies use
relatively small sample sizes (validation
studies require 15 participants per
distinct user group). In a validation
study you may test your device with 60
participants (assuming four user groups).

In other parts of product submission and
approval, it is all about following the right
path, doing the necessary tests, and
ensuring all those compliance boxes can
be ticked. The human factors process
does not work in quite the same way.

This may not be enough participants to
actually see errors, but in the example of
the cyclist you may see people swerve,
brake or utter words of despair. More
importantly, if you asked the cyclists the
right questions, you would learn that the
bollards were causing a problem which
could be potentially serious.
In just the same way, you need to show
the regulators that you have asked indepth questions about any confusion
or difficulty with using your device. You
need to explore if the design is good
enough and check that it cannot be
improved.
Don’t assume low-occurrence errors
aren’t important or that the regulators
will allow them because of the low
number. Arguably these are of most
interest to the regulators since these are
the easiest ones to slip through the net.

But following the guidance does not
guarantee approval. While the guidance
should be followed (unless there is a good
reason not to), it is there to help you to
meet the higher level objective, which is
to provide a narrative to the regulators.
Your narrative should argue that the
usability flaws and risks have been
identified and understood, that the
design has been optimised in order to
reduce the risks, and that the residual
risks are outweighed by the benefits that
will arise from the launch of the product.
Human factors and human factors
studies are an essential part of most
submissions. Due to the somewhat
fuzzy nature of human factors it can
sometimes be hard to find the “rules of
the game”. Hopefully these myths help to
illustrate that whilst some of the “rules”
are set in stone, it is perhaps more
important to understand why the rules
are there in the first place - the referee is
human after all!
ENDS
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Team
working

Consulting teams for
better teamwork

By Alexandra Gilbert
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The rules
As part of this process I have discovered
that there is no shortage of advice and
opinions on how to achieve good team
working. Looking at the plethora of
published theories on how to build a
successful team, many offer rules to
operate by. Generally, the number of
rules suggested varies between five and
twelve. However, they all boil down to
the same basics: know and agree what
you are trying to achieve, and trust and
respect one another. That seems easy...
if only we all knew what we were trying to
achieve and we all trusted one another.
If the areas of trust, respect and the final
goal can be properly addressed, the rest
of the puzzle comes together more easily.
We found that communication is the key
in these areas. It is the glue that holds
everything together in a team, and when
everyone trusts and respects each other
and knows what they are trying to achieve,
communication comes more naturally.

A moving target
Applying the rules becomes more
difficult when working in the real world.
In an ideal world there would be a clearly
defined objective and a reasonable
length of time to complete the project.
Our work rarely comes to us with
anything that clear-cut, and one of the
values we can bring to a project is to
make sense of complex and competing
requirements and ‘challenging’
timescales. Project teams and their
objectives usually evolve over time,
with members based on availability as
much as suitability, and there is never
enough time.
This is when having a more formal
approach to what makes a good team is
particularly useful. With moving targets
and moving resources, it is worthwhile
stepping back on a regular basis and
reviewing how the team is working and
what can be done to improve it. Nothing
is ever going to be perfect but recognising
and addressing issues before it is too late
can keep a long, complex project on track.
A nice problem to have
As is suggested by its name, Team
Consulting values team work and there
is a strong focus on working together.
The company from the top down
supports and re-enforces these values
through its actions and approach to
projects, so there are a lot of trusting and
respectful people around. This also feeds
through into the recruitment process and
potential recruits are assessed on their
team-working attributes. So, with all of
us with a shared predisposition it should
lead to lots of good team working, and it
generally does; but one of the common
‘rules’ of team working is that a bit of
conflict and challenging debate is just as
important as support and agreement.
Having a good disagreement
This should be one of the rules that flow
from trusting and respecting one another.
If that is the case everyone should feel
comfortable challenging others in the

team and not feel threatened if they
are challenged – but we know people
can be reticent. Another rule of team
working is to praise good work, but the
same reticence can prevent that. It can
feel presumptive to suggest your opinion
is wanted, even when it is positive –
somehow we need to encourage all
feedback and make both praise and
critiques commonplace and the norm.
When is a group of people a team?
More often than not a team is
dysfunctional because it does not realise
it is a team. You cannot apply the rules
if you do not know they need applying.
Some teams are obvious – in our line of
work, the project team is paramount,
and our whole company is also clearly a
team. However, we often get pulled into
other tasks and activities, some of which
would benefit from a proactive team
approach. It is easy to be overly casual
about a short-term task involving a few
people. There can be an assumption that
everyone knows what is needed and noone wants too much distraction from the
more ‘important’ projects. These smaller
tasks, however, can be the foundation of
much more significant work later on and
getting them right is crucial. Spending
a little bit of time upfront agreeing the
team structure and objectives can result
in a better job and also get the job done
quicker in the long run.
Sometimes teams pop in and out of
existence before there is a chance to
recognise them and these can be the
most fun and interesting. ≥
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Splitting into groups in training sessions
or getting a team together for a sporting
event allows people to take up roles in
the team that may be different to their
day job and can produce some great
outcomes.
Team runs a ‘Great Egg Race’ every year
and the dynamics of the 5–6 person
teams would make a great study on its
own. It would be interesting to see what
correlation there was between results
and team behaviour, and also to assess
the objectives of each team, winning the
challenge set may be trumped in some
teams by producing the most stylish
design or having fun (see photos).

“It would be
interesting to see
what correlation
there was between
results and team
behaviour”
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‘Multi-teaming’
There is little that is more satisfying
than working in a well-organised,
well-led team with clear objectives
and great team dynamics. It gets more
complicated when there are numerous
teams with conflicting requirements,
and more complicated still when some
of those teams are less than perfect.
This, however, is the reality for most
people and we have to deal with it. It is
tempting to focus on the work that is the
most dominant at the time or the best
organised and so easiest to complete,
but optimising input across a range of
commitments is a key team-working skill.
It is also easy to pursue the activities
which are more enjoyable or interesting.
Doing the one difficult, tedious task on
a project that is not your personal top
priority to allow the rest of the team to
move on is the trait of a true team worker,
and one to be valued.
The perfect team member
Which brings us on to what the perfect
team member looks like, and looking
around the people I have worked with,
there is no such thing. We all have our
strengths and weaknesses. That is what
is so wonderful about a team, it is greater
than the sum of its parts. Good team
members come in all shapes and sizes.
One comment from a project manager
was that all he wanted from his teams
was to be reliable, to be proactive and
think about the bigger picture, and to
have a common feeling of responsibility.
The level and style of communication
and general team involvement could vary
widely depending on personalities as
long as the key elements were there.

Confront difficult issues
There are times when confronting small
problems just creates large problems.
In negotiating there is a useful acronym,
a BATNA, which stands for a Best
Alternative To a Negotiated Agreement,
so that you know what your back up
position is. Something similar is useful
when confronting difficult issues. Some
issues will go away on their own if left
alone – the skill is in knowing which is
which. This is often true of personality
clashes in a project. If you can get
everyone focussed on the objectives and
how to achieve them, the personalities
will usually work themselves out. By
making too big a deal about it early on,
team members can be forced to make a
stand and the conflict is crystallised.
Searching for conflict
Mining for conflict goes back to not being
too nice but looking for disagreement
so that everyone is fully bought into
the decision-making process. It is good
advice a lot of the time, but sometimes
agreement, even if only skin deep, is
worth grabbing while it is there. I have
been in a meeting when the same
discussion point goes around and
around and it is clear there will never be
agreement. A decision needs to be made
and the project must move on before
team members become too entrenched
in their positions.

Share information
Open and honest communication
is obviously a good thing, but too
much information can be distracting
and sometimes knowledge is
counterproductive or demotivating.
Openness should be the default, but with
a filter that allows team members to fulfil
their roles most effectively. I withheld
significant information in one project
which I knew would be demotivating.
When one team member found out he
was slightly put out that I had kept him
in the dark, but when I suggested we
should let the rest of the team know he
disagreed and understood my motives.
Allow failure and have no blame culture
Sometimes a line needs to be drawn
without a finger of blame.
And sometimes a team is not the answer
and one or more people can get on with
a job better on their own – although I
am struggling to think of an example;
even this article has been a team effort!
Within Team we have found it is better for
us, better for our clients and better for
the project when we follow these simple
rules for team work.
ENDS

Rules are there to be broken
For almost every rule, with the exception
of the prime two – shared objectives and
trust – there is a time when it should be
broken. But this needs to be a conscious
decision for a valid reason; otherwise it
just becomes bad team working.
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From a team
of five in...
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To a team of
over 100 in...
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We are recognised globally as experts in
the design and development of medical
devices. That’s all we do and we are proud
of this focus. It enables us to deliver real
insight and expertise to our clients.
Commercially successful products need
to be safe, easy to use and ultimately
make people better. Our clients like
our approach, which combines design,
human factors, science and engineering
from inspiration right through to
industrialisation.
Everybody at Team is driven by the same
desire, to make things better by working
in collaboration with clients and each
other. Whether ‘things’ means people or
the products we work on, we apply the
same commitment to do the best and be
the best that we can.
This focus and desire is a powerful
combination and one that highlights why
our clients trust us over and over again.
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